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Abstract. Bitcoin and its underlying blockchain mechanism have been
attracting much attention. One of their core innovations, Proof-of-Work
(PoW), is notoriously inefficient which potentially motivates a centralization of computing power, defeating the original goal of decentralization. Proof-of-Stake (PoS) is later proposed to replace PoW. However,
both PoW and PoS have different inherent advantages and disadvantages, so does Proof-of-Activity (PoA) of Bentov et al. (SIGMETRICS
2014) which only offers limited combinations of two mechanisms. On
the other hand, the hybrid consensus protocol of Pass and Shi (ePrint
16/917) aims to improve the efficiency by dynamically maintaining a
rotating committee. Yet, there are unsatisfactory issues including chain
forks and fair committee election.
In this paper, we firstly devise a generalized variant of PoW. After that,
we leverage our newly proposed generalized PoW to construct a fork-free
hybrid consensus protocol, which addresses issues faced by the existing
hybrid consensus mechanism. We further combine our fork-free hybrid
consensus mechanism with PoS for a flexible version of PoA, which offers a flexible combination of PoW and PoS. Compared with Bentov et
al.’s PoA, our “flexible PoA” improves the efficiency and provides more
flexible combinations of PoW and PoS, resulting in a more powerful and
applicable consensus protocol.
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Introduction

Blockchain technique has been attracting much interest since bitcoin [Nak08]
was proposed in 2008, due to its valuable potential for building a decentralized
ledger among other applications. It is considered to be commencing a revolution in information technology and economics [BMC+ 15,Swa15,TS16]. Multiple
decentralized cryptocurrencies are also devised [AMN+ 16,SBRS16,WV16].
?
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Bitcoin utilized blockchain, or “Nakamoto chain” (for differentiating it from
later proposals) for an implicit consensus mechanism keeping a distributed ledger
of transactions blocks. A core building block for consensus is Proof-of-Work
(PoW) [TJ11], firstly proposed for mitigating spam email [JJ99]. It aims to
make sure that any newly generated block is created by an honest node with high
probability. Specifically, blockchain requires the creator of a new block to solve
a hash-collision problem (i.e., a hash puzzle) regarding the hash of the previous
block, an ordered list of transactions, as well as other necessary information.
Computing power is needed to exhaust many candidates of nonce and the nonce
which leads to a collision is considered as a solution. After a solution is obtained,
the lucky solver (also called miner, for the possibility of gaining some bitcoins
after completing this process) can then propose a block containing the list of
transactions to the peer-to-peer bitcoin network. PoWensures that tampering
the records on the blockchains requires investing a lot of computing power.
When multiple new blocks are generated “simultaneously” following the same
previous block, disagreement emerges and manifests in the form of a chain fork
(or simply a fork) having more than one branch. The fork may be a result
of coincidence or tampering attempt from malicious nodes. To confirm which
branch is valid, the rule used by the bitcoin system is to pick the first forked
branch that is followed by a certain number of blocks. Any other branches will
be discarded. As such, honest nodes should only work on the longest valid chain.
Resolving the fork tackles the misbehavior of (malicious) miners, i.e., clearing
any disagreement and making all nodes concede to “the miner of the next block”.
Serving as a core part of the original blockchain consensus protocol, PoW
shows several potential merits such as openness to any participant, good robustness and network topology (due to the incentives to remain online it instills to
the participants). Yet, since the probability of solving the puzzle within a specific
period is proportional to the computing power of the solver, PoW-based protocols often confirm the validity of a newly added block at an unsatisfactory speed.
This motivates a centralization of computing power, which is already happening.
To address these issues, Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [Qua11,BGM16] is proposed to replace PoW which moves the decision basis from computing power to possession
of stake in the system (e.g., in the form of cryptocurrency). Yet, while the specific risk of having a few mining farms dominating PoW is mitigated, it still faces
another kind of centralization risk (from large stakeholders), and other risks due
to an economic phenomenon known as the “tragedy of the commons” [BLMR14].
1.1

Proof-of-Activity

A step further, Proof-of-Activity (PoA) proposed by Bentov et al. [BLMR14]
aims to inherit the advantages of both PoW and PoS. PoA determines the miner
of a new block by taking into account both its computing power as well as its
stake. To generate a PoA block, miners try to solve a hash puzzle according
to the previous block, but without taking any transactions as input. After a
solution is found, a lucky miner broadcasts the “empty block” generated, N
lucky stakeholders are then determined, with the probability being “selected” is
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proportional to the stake one holds. They then take part of the block assembly. In
particular, the N th stakeholder selected by the above pseudorandom process will
extend the empty block with the transactions to be certified. All N stakeholders
share transaction rewards together with this lucky miner. PoA involves active
stakeholders to maintain the network, in contrast to PoS in which offline stake
can accumulate over time. Both PoS and PoA require the stakeholders to stay
online. Not until the N th stakeholder go online and complete the block, no new
block is put to the blockchain.
Yet, PoA is rather lacking due to the following reasons:
– Existence of fork and efficiency issue. Forking is still possible in PoA
since a new valid empty block might be generated by another lucky miner.
The existence of fork wastes energy and incurs security risks Inherited from
the classical blockchain, the efficiency of PoA is no better.
– Flexible and formalizable combination of PoW and PoS. PoA offers
one specific combination of PoW and PoS. Since cryptocurrency is rapidly
developing, different scenarios and hence new requirements will emerge. A
flexible combination of PoW and PoS is desired.

1.2

Hybrid Consensus

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm [CL99] proposed by Castro and Liskov provides a high performance Byzantine state machine replication
for tolerating certain failures in Byzantine general problem among many other
BFT protocols [PSL80,LSP82,TPS87]. It has been widely adopted in blockchains,
and serves as (a part of) the consensus scheme which substitutes PoW for better
efficiency under certain circumstances. PBFT for a committee of size csize can
reach consensus on a linearly ordered log with a communication cost of O(csize2 ).
Hybrid Consensus proposed by Pass and Shi [PS17b] adopt a hybrid approach
of using two consensus protocols. It utilizes Nakamoto chain or Fruitchain [PS17a]
as the underlying blockchain (called “snailchain”) to dynamically maintain a
rotating committee that serves as the leader of transaction confirmation. All
transactions are verified by the committee members via PBFT. A consensus is
legitimate if over 1/3 of the committee members concur and broadcast corresponding signatures. Committee members of each round correspond to miners
of a fixed interval of confirmed on-chain blocks. For example, the committee
of round R are miners of the (R − 1)csizeth to (R · csize − 1)th blocks (where
csize is the committee size). In such a way, the blockchain provides PoW based
committee election, while the validation of transactions is separated from the
blockchain, since transactions are validated through a PBFT network among
committee members. This inherits the efficiency advantage of PBFT and improves the efficiency of transaction confirmation significantly. Also, chain fork
happens in existing hybrid consensus’s underlying snailchain, during the committee election.
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Issues and Motivations
We present the fork-free hybrid consensus and build our flexible proof-of-activity
onto it rather than Pass and Shi’s original one, for the following issues:
– Existence of fork. Fork exists in Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus. Although
fork resolution is necessary in traditional blockchains for security guarantee
of transaction confirmation, however, it is not the case with a rotating committee, when fork resolution has nothing to do with the validation of transactions. Due to the fork of the underlying snailchain, a great amount of time
and energy have to be wasted during the fork tackling, leading to security
risks such as the possibility of selfish mining (see [ES14]), which is a threat
to fairness and system security. Due to forks, Nakamoto consensus requires a
3/4 overall honesty rate instead of 2/3 to guarantee a 2/3-chain quality. To
improve the fairness of the existing hybrid consensus, the fruitchain [PS17a]
is proposed to substitute the underlying Nakamoto blockchain. However, as
an intricate designing, fruitchain is hard to be realized.
– Accuracy of evaluations. In a hybrid with a Byzantine fault-tolerance
protocol, blockchain serves as the election of committee members. For later
combination with PoS, a PoW score is required in our scheme to facilitate the
combination. With traditional blockchain, the score is binary (one for being
elected, zero for not). However, the binary score leads to a great variance
which obstructs later combination with PoS (formally show this in Sec. 3).
1.3

Our Contribution

At the first place, we propose a fork-free hybrid consensus scheme, to present a
novel way of ridding the existing hybrid consensus of fork. Our fork-free hybrid
consensus is endowed with the following properties.
– Fork-free PoW. With our generalized PoW construction from Sec. 3, fork
can be eliminated. Hence, selfish mining can be prevented and the security
of the system can be enhanced. Also, massive resources can be saved from
being wasted in following “wrong” branches in a fork.
In the construction, records of each round and the list of next round’s committee members are determined by the committee (and signed by over 2/3
of committee members) once for all. PBFT must have 2/3 overall honesty.
With 2/3-honesty, there would not have two records signed by over 1/3 of
the members at the same time, i.e., each round produces only one block, and
hence there does not exist “a graph of block”.
– Accurate evaluations of computing power with a smaller variance.
Generally, we hope to find a way to assign a score to each participant and
elect one leader according to this score. In fact, we can view bitcoin’s mining
process as assigning a score of one to those that find a nonce solution and
a score of zero to the others. Finally, one of those who got a score of one is
elected. Certainly, the expected score should be proportional to the mining
power, so that the basic fairness can be guaranteed. However, the variance of
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such a score is also considered, to provide a better PoW capability evaluation
which facilitates its later combination with PoS. In Sec. 3, we will prove
that generalized PoW has a smaller variance in the evaluation of committee
candidates’ PoW capability.
We then adopt PoA’s methodology to build a more efficient and applicable
PoA. To do this, we propose “the flexible PoA”, which is an alternative construction of PoA, by leveraging our fork-free hybrid consensus. Compared with
the original PoA, our flexible PoA provides the following merits.
– Fork-free Proof-of-Activity with efficiency. In the original work of PoA,
fork is still necessary to tackle with the ambiguity during block mining. In
our newly proposed flexible PoA, instead of running Nakamoto chain as the
underlying protocol, a committee is dynamically maintained by a generalized
PoW-based fork-free protocol (see Sec. 4) to validate transactions through a
PBFT network, so as to achieve the fork-free property and efficiency.
– Flexible and Formalizable Combination of PoW and PoS. In contrast
to the original PoA, flexible PoA allows protocol users to flexibly choose
how to combine PoW and PoS. Also, our flexible PoA is easy to be formally
analyzed. We will also discuss that “concave” choices of combinations are
preferred in the appendix.

Table 1. Comparisons between Consensus Schemes
Consensus Scheme
Classical PoW [TJ11]
Ideal PoS [Qua11]
Hybrid Consensus (existing) [PS17b]
Proof-of-Activity [BLMR14]
Fork-free Hybrid Consensus
Flexible PoA

Efficiency Fork-free

PoW

PoS

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Incentive of
Presence
X

Flexible
Combination

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

High-Level Idea of Our Proposals
To achieve a fork-free hybrid consensus and an accurate PoW power evaluation
(which helps our later constructions), we first change the principle of blockchain
mining so that multiple puzzle solutions can be found each round (such a principle is called “the generalized PoW”), all of these solutions are submitted to
the committee directly without causing any fork and all of them are recorded,
so that records are still hard to tamper.
In Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus, a committee is elected by the blockchain
to verify transactions, who are the miners of certain blocks. Based on Pass and
Shi’s scheme, we construct a scheme and call it the fork-free hybrid consensus,
which lets the committee (instead of block proposers of existing systems) decide
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the round record (including transactions, accepted puzzle solutions) and future
committee members once for all.
Upon the fork-free construction, we further revise the rule of committee election so that more complexed election principle can be constructed. Specifically,
a function can be established to assign a weight to each candidate according to
its PoW power and its PoS capability, and the election can be based on such a
weight. In this way, an efficient and flexible PoA protocol is formed. Since it is
based on the fork-free hybrid consensus, the flexible PoA is also endowed with
a fork-free property.
Technical Novelty of Our Work
In ordinary PoW, the hardness of a single hash puzzle is crucial to the security of
the hard-to-tamper property of records. We propose “generalized PoW”, which,
for the first time, ensures security even if multiple solutions for the same puzzle
are accepted in each round. This leads to the first fork-free consensus protocol.
Moreover, we construct a flexible hybrid of PoW and PoS by having a committee perform the election based on a combined weight regarding the participants’
PoW power w and the PoS capability s simultaneously. The relationship between
such a weight ,w and s can be determined according to different scenarios, and
hence the flexibility.
Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the notations and preliminaries. Sec. 3 proposes the concept of generalized PoW and
argues about its merits, then proposes our fork-free hybrid consensus. In Sec. 4,
we further combine fork-free hybrid consensus with PoS to form the flexible
PoA. Strategies and the security analysis under different cases are provided for
the flexible PoA in the appendix.

2

Notations and Preliminaries

The set of natural numbers {1, 2, . . . , N } is denoted by [N ]. “x y” denotes the
concatenation of x and y. “A := B” assigns B to the variable A. Table 2 lists
more notations. A “node” is either a candidate of leader election (i.e. election of
next round’s committee member) or a current member of the committee.
We follow the security and network assumptions of Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus [PS17b], where we consider the network as partially synchronous, where
an adversary may deliver messages out of order, but all messages can be delivered in time ∆. Also, we assume the collision-resistant property of cryptographic
hash functions. Moreover, we assume a peer-to-peer network without trust on
any specific peer, while it can be made sure that over α fraction of the computing
power and over β of stake are at hands of honest participants.
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The liveness of the system requires certain participation. Apart from this,
the only security goal of our newly proposed two schemes is the 2/3 honesty
of PBFT participants. That is, over 2/3 PBFT participants must be honest
ones. This must be met, or else the malicious parties can manipulate transaction
confirmations and so forth honest transactions may not be confirmed while the
malicious ones can. To secure the system, the probability of malicious party’s
becoming a leader, i.e. entering the rotating committee (see Sec. 3) should be
less, since the PBFT is processed by the committee. Specifically, for a margin
value , for each existing committee member, its probability of its being malicious
should be less than (2/3 + ). In such a way, a 2/3 honesty over the committee
is guaranteed, thereby the honesty requirement of the PBFT can be met.

Table 2. Table of Notations
κ, λ
∆
R

security parameters
the upper bound of network delaying
a round number (similar to the notion of “date” in Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus [PS17b])
T
the maximum number of trial attempts in puzzle-solving for one user (per round)
M
the cardinality of the total range of the hash function
M0
the cardinality of the acceptable range of nonce’s hash value
csize
the size of the rotating committee, csize := Θ(λ)
N
the total number of candidates running for next day’s committee member
BR
the block content for round R
target
the target set of the hash puzzle
IDi
the public identity for node i
commiti a commitment for node i
recR
the transaction record and the nonce record of round R
nc
a nonce value
α
the upper bound of the total fraction of computing power held by the adversary
β
the upper bound of the total fraction of stakes held by the adversary
(wi , si ) PoW capability and stake value for node i
(xi , yi ) PoW capability and stake value for node i normalized from (wi , si )
(so that xi and yi share the same expectation µ)
L = G(x, y) a weight assigned to a candidate of normalized PoW capability x and normalized
stake value y, which corresponds to the possibility of entering committee
comi
the identity (i.e., public key) of i-th committee member
candi
the identity (i.e., public key) of i-th committee candidate
CMR
CMR = {com1 , com2 , . . . , comcsize } is the identity list of round-R’s committee members
(ordered by the time of entering the committee)
CDR
CDR = {cand1 , cand2 , . . . , candN } is the identity list of round-R’s candidates
PRF(k, R) a pseudorandom function that takes a key k and a round number R as input and
returns a pseudorandom bit-string in {0, 1}κ , interpreted as a natural number in Z2κ
header(B) the header of block B
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3

Generalized Proof-of-Work and Fork-free Hybrid
Consensus

Pass and Shi’s Hybrid Consensus
In Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus [PS17b], a novel primitive is proposed to
combine a Byzantine fault-tolerance protocol in the permissioned setting (where
participants cannot leave or join during protocol executions) with a blockchain
in the permissionless setting (where participants can dynamically leave or join),
for the first time to our knowledge. In such a way, the efficiency quality of
permissioned protocols is leveraged in a permissionless environment.
More specifically, the blockchain no longer serves the direct validation of
transactions, but is still the basis for leader elections. That is, each round (same
to the term “day” in [PS17b]) R’s committee CMR = {com1 , com2 , . . . , comcsize }
of size csize are miners of certain blocks of the underlying blockchain. Each
round, transactions are validated via PBFT of the committee. In detail,
– In round R, miners of the (R−1)csizeth to (R·csize−1)th blocks on chain are
chosen to be committee members. It is tolerated that some members may
share the same identity.
– Each committee member begins a PBFT instance, during which transactions
are proposed in turn from leader’s memory pools. Each proposal is validated
as long as over csize/3 members show approvals to it.
– When csize new blocks are confirmed on the underlying blockchain, the committee performs a switchover, thereby the next round begins.
PBFT required a 2/3 honest rate among participants. That is to assure a
2/3 +  chain quality of the underlying blockchain, for a marginal .
Generalized Proof-of-Work
In the traditional construction of proof-of-work, there is a difficult hash puzzle
to be solved by only one participant (or more in case of a fork) each round. As
such, the probability of finding a solution for each block is roughly proportional
to participants’ computing power. Based on the methodology of the traditional
PoW, we propose our newly proposed generalized proof-of-work, to face the
leader election of n candidates, assume the existence of a committee consisting
of csize members. To do this, we lower the difficulty of the mining puzzle so
that multiple solutions each round can be attained by participants, and multiple
solutions will not cause a fork.
Specifically, in each round, each candidate u finds some nonce solutions, say,
ncu,1 , ncu,2 , . . . , ncu,Pu , where Pu is the number of nonces found by candidate u.
Before the end of this round, each candidate submits each solution it found to
the committee. Through PBFT, committee members reach consensus on a linearly ordered log of puzzle solutions (nonces), which is denoted as an array W .
Afterwards, n random numbers are generated via a pseudorandom generator by
taking the xor-summation of items of W as the seed, say, rand1 , rand2 , . . . , randn .
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Finally, the identity of next round’s committee members are determined as randi th’s items of W (for i ∈ [n]). Thereby, the more hash puzzle solutions are found,
a greater chance (proportional to solution number) of being elected is attained.
Obviously, the expected number of nonces found is proportional to each participants’ computing power. By combining the two facts, surely the chance of
being elected is still proportional to candidates’ PoW ability likewise traditional
PoW. Our newly proposed protocol is referred to as “generalized PoW”, since
traditional PoW can be viewed as a special case of our newly proposed primitive
where the second solution is forbidden and with n = 1.
Here we discuss the significance of our newly proposed generalized PoW. In
our latter constructions of the fork-free hybrid consensus and the flexible PoA
(in sec. 4), we hope to assign a “score” wi for each candidate, to evaluate the
computing power (hash rate) of the candidate. To form an accurate evaluation,
wi ’s should be proportional to candidates’ real computing power, with less variance. We now formally compare the generalized PoW with the traditional one
concerning the accuracy of the computing power evaluation. In fact, the expected
wi ’s under two protocols can be regarded as proportional to candidates’ computing power, therefore we make comparisons on their coefficients of variance
and finally determine that our new construction is more satisfiable.
To simplify the formalization, here we suppose one candidate tries the hash
puzzle for T times in total, the total range of the hash function is of cardinality
M , and the difficulty is properly adjusted so that the acceptable range is of
cardinality M0 .

Traditional PoW. Traditional PoW can be viewed as such a game: we set
the puzzle difficulty very high and ask each candidate i to try to find a puzzle
solution. If one candidate successfully finds a solution, then its wi is 1, or else
wi is 0. In traditional PoW, we assume T · M0  M holds for each individual.
The expectation of wi is thus proportional to the computing power T :
E[wi ] = Pr[wi = 1] = 1 − (1 −

M0
M0 T
) ≈T·
,
M
M

hence
Var[wi ] = E[wi ](1 − E[wi ]) ≈

T · M0
T · M0
(1 −
).
M
M

And the coefficient of variance is
p
r
r
Var[wi ]
M − T M0
M
Cv [wi ] =
≈
≈
 1.
E[wi ]
T M0
T M0
We can see that the coefficient of variance is very great in the traditional PoW.
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Generalized PoW. For our generalized PoW, we lower the difficulty so that a
candidate with considerable computing power may find more than one solutions
to a hash puzzle. Final wi will be the number of solutions it found. For example,
suppose that the difficulty is lowered down to 1% of traditional blockchain’s, then
100 solutions can be found each round in expectation. A mining pool holding
10% overall computing power may find many solutions to the puzzle, say, 10
solutions, then its wi is 10. The expected number of solutions one candidate i
with T computing power may find is
M0
.
M
We use Xj to denote a random variable that is 1 if j-th puzzle-solving attempt
works, and 0 otherwise. We have
γ := E[wi ] = T ·

Var[wi ] =

T
X

Var[Xj ] = T ·

j=1

and so

M0
M0
M0
(1 −
) = γ(1 −
),
M
M
M
q

r
0
γ(1 − M
Var[wi ]
1
M )
=
≈
.
E[wi ]
γ
γ
In conclusion, the generalized PoW is endowed with a smaller coefficient of
variance.
p

Cv [wi ] =

Fork-free Hybrid Consensus

Fig. 1. Fork-free hybrid consensus

Based on the concept of Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus, in which a rotating
committee is elected from the underlying blockchain and transactions are validated via PBFT among this committee, we construct fork-free hybrid consensus
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where the generalized PoW is implemented to replace the underlying PoW. Similarly to that of the existing hybrid consensus, we adopt a committee of size csize
which is rotated every “round” (similar to what is called “Day” in Pass and
Shi’s hybrid consensus). Except for the generators of the first csize blocks (see
more bootstrapping details in appendix sec. B.1), the only way to non-committee
member miners’ (also referred to as “candidates”) entering the committee is the
committee election via the generalized PoW. In another word, each committee
is elected from the previous committee. With PBFT’s property, such a election
cannot be tampered even each committee contains certain malicious nodes (but
no more than csize/3 each round). To gain revenues, miners have to be elected
into the committee and share rewards (including block reward and transaction
fees) with other committee members in the next round.
Now we present the generalized PoW-based committee election protocol of
our fork-free hybrid consensus of candidates’ and committee members’ sides,
respectively.
Candidates. In round R, one candidate, say, Tom, collects transactions and
nonce records of round R−1 (signed by over 1/3 committee members) as recR−1 ,
and receives committee members’ signatures
on the previous block
header. Next,


it recovers previous block BR−1 = recR−1 , H header (BR−2 ) , CMR−1 , aborts
this procedure if header (BR−1 ) does not match over 1/3 of committee members’ block header signatures. After that, it finds as much as possible nonce(s)
nctom,1 , nctom,2 , . . . , nctom,Ptom such that

(1 ≤ i ≤ Ptom )
H header (BR−1 ) IDtom nctom,i ∈ target
Note that differently from the traditional bitcoin blockchain, recR−1 here includes
users’ transactions handled by round R − 1’s committee, reward transactions for
round R − 1’s committee (which will be specified later), and all accepted nonces
during round R − 1. CMR−1 is the identity list (i.e. public keys) of previous
round’s committee members.
All solutions to the hash puzzle regarding the previous block are included
in the block content so as to make records hard-to-tamper, since the solving of
hash puzzles is hard to be redone. In such a way, malicious parties are prevented
from “history forgery”. That is, one party may forge the whole history since it
may include only one nonce solution in each block to assembly a new “history”
(one party with sufficient hash power may have such capability). However, when
two histories are found, then the one with more total nonce solution inclusions
competes the other one, and the other one is surely forged.
After the procedures above, Tom arranges all nonces found into Wtom :


nctom,1 IDtom
 nctom,2 IDtom 


Wtom = 
..
.. 

.
. 
nctom,Ptom IDtom
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Fig. 2. Basic construction for each round

and submits all items in Wtom to the rotating committee before the end of
round R. In practice, it is not a good idea to submit nonce(s) to all committee
members and assume they will all receive the same number of nonce(s) during
the whole interval of round R. The consensus on the nonce-acceptance should
be reached through another PBFT network.
Current committee members. For simplicity, we order all committee members in 1, 2, . . . , csize. Each honest committee member receives nonces from all
candidates, puts all received nonces into W , and sorts all items in the same
order, to get


ncA,1
IDA
 ncB,1
IDB 



..
.. 


.
.


 nctom,1 IDtom 


W =  nctom,2 IDtom 



..
.. 

.
. 



 nctom,P
ID
tom
tom


..
..
.
.
|W |×2
At the termination of this round, committee members in CMR = [ID1 , ID2 , . . . , IDcsize ]
calculate the xor-summation of all received nonces that have passed though the
PBFT consensus (denoted as kR ). After that, csize nonces are determined according to kR among the received nonces. The committee of the next round is
set to the miners of csize determined nonces.
Finally, after the reward negotiation (to be described in the introduction
to honesty incentives), committee
 members broadcast recR and their signatures
on header(BR ), where BR = recR , H header (BR−1 ) , CMR . The csize lucky
candidates in CMR are enrolled into the committee of next round.
Communication Complexity
All nonce solutions are submitted to the committee just like the transactions. It
is the committee that runs a PBFT to reach agreements on nonce acceptance
instead of the miners. That is to say, the actual communication cost is O(csize2 +
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n) where csize is the size of the rotating committee, and n is total number of
nodes within the network. Therefore, the communication complexity is roughly
the same as that of Nakamoto consensus, in which the communication cost is
O(n).
Incentive of Honesty
In this construction, incentive of participation is guaranteed for both miners and
committee members. Miners should work honestly with great efforts to enter
the committee. Also, committee members will participant in PBFT and block
generation to have more valid transactions pass through PBFT and reach a
higher transaction fee. Moreover, any adversary behavior leads to no marginal
reward so unfriendly behaviors can be discouraged.
To further guarantee honesty and the presence of committee members, we
devise a voting-liked mechanism. In detail, we design reward transactions with
a specially designed structure to reward honest and diligent members, thereby
providing incentives of honesty. At the termination of each round, each committee member sends out reward transactions for each other members, and appends
proper signatures to reward transactions that belong to those who acted honestly and diligently (not in the blacklist) in this round. Each reward transaction
becomes legitimate as long as over 1/3 members broadcast signatures on this
transaction. Reward transactions should have specially designed structures so
that they can be validated without specifying payers. More specifically, this reward negotiation procedure proceeds as follows:
1. At the termination of each round, each committee member sets reward for
block
, where Stx denotes
each honest committee member as Sreward = Stx +S
csize
the total amount of transaction fee included in this round (all honest nodes
should have reached the consensus on this amount after PBFT) and Sblock
stands for the predetermined amount of block reward.
2. For each committee member (say, member i), it generates and signs on the reward transaction txj (whose receipt is member j, containing reward amount
Sreward ) for each honestly behaved member j. Then, all reward transactions
are broadcast along with corresponding signatures.
3. Similarly to the case of ordinary transactions, for each committee member
(say, member i), reward transaction txi is validated as long as over 1/3
committee members broadcast txi along with proper signatures.
After reward negotiation, committee members broadcast recR and declare the
termination of this round, along with proper signatures.
Merits of Fork-free Hybrid Consensus
Compared with the original hybrid consensus using Nakamoto chain as the underlying blockchain, our proposed fork-free hybrid consensus has the following
advantages:
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– Fork-freeness. One issue of Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus is that, fork
still happens in the competition for the block mining game, unless we can
revise the rule and stipulate that blocks should be appended with their
broadcast time and the firstly broadcast one should be the next block. This
is impractical, since it is hard for all nodes to share the same clock, and nodes
have no reason to behave honestly when appending the broadcast time. In
our construction, we need neither guarantees on time synchronization nor
honesty of nodes, to achieve a fair competition for “the first miner of next
block” without the existence of fork.
– Accuracy in computing power evaluation. Apart from the fork-free
property, our evaluation of miners’ computing power based on the generalized
PoW has a smaller variance, as discussed above.
– Friendliness in face of delays. Moreover, our construction guarantees on
better fairness on candidates suffering from network delays. In the appendix,
we will give a basic proof to show that our newly proposed construction excels
ordinary PoW considering the existence of network delays.
– Looser assumption against mildly agile corruption. In hybrid consensus, the adversary is allowed to perform the mildly agile corruption, i.e., they
can choose nodes to corrupt according to the configuration of the environment. τ -agility, which means an adversary has to wait for time τ to corrupt
an honest node, is defined to describe the assumption on the adversary’s
capability. In our work, the assumption on τ can be much looser than Pass
and Shi’s hybrid consensus, due to the reason that once a node is elected
into the committee, it starts to work before a long exposure to adversary’s
target corruption.

4

The Flexible Proof-of-Activity

We propose an alternative proof-of-activity to support flexible combinations of
generalized PoW and PoS. More specifically, we build our consensus protocol
based on the framework of the fork-free hybrid consensus, by a novel principle
of rotating committee election. Specifically, for a candidate with PoW capability
w and stake value s, a function G(w, s) can be established to assign a weight L
to each candidate that reflects its PoW capability w and its stake value s.

Fig. 3. Combination of PoW capability x and PoS value y
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Detailed Protocols
We formally present the protocol of miners for each specific round. We will
discuss protocols for candidates and committee members separately, detailed
illustrations of protocols are shown in Tables 3 and 4. We suppose the set of
committee members of round R is CMR = {com1 , com2 , . . . , comcsize }, and the
set of candidates is CDR = {cand1 , cand2 , . . . , candN }. To facilitate the representation, we will use the term “committee member i” or “candidate i” together
with “comi ” or “candi ” interchangeably, since they share the same meanings.
In generalized PoW, the PoW capability w and the stake value s are not
in the same metric space. For this reason, we normalize w, s before calculating
G(w, s). Here, we assume that w’s and s’s are normalized to x’s and y’s so that
x=

µ
· w ∝ w,
E[w]

y=

µ
· s ∝ s,
E[s]

and then E[x] = E[y] = µ holds (the expectation is taken among all candidates).
We consider x, y as continuous variables over R+ . Furthermore, y should be
greater than 1 when the logarithm over it exists, this makes sense since stakeholders should have a certain stake.
Candidate. In round R, for a candidate i who tries to enter the committee of
the next round. It performs operations as follows:
1. It packs recR−1 , together with the hash value of block header header(BR−2 )
(to make records hard-to-tamper) and the list of committee members of
previous round CMR−1 , into the block of round R − 1 — BR−1 .
2. It tries to find as much as possible nonce(s) nc1 , nc2 , . . . , nc` , so that it satisfies H(header(BR−1 ), IDi , ncj ) ∈ target for all 1 ≤ j ≤ `. Then, it submits
{nc1 , nc2 , . . . , nc` } to committee members.
3. It receives recR (with corresponding signatures) at the end of the round.
Committee member. For committee members in round R:
1. Each miner checks the committee list of the current round CMR , and performs the following
 procedures if its identity
 is included in the list. Then, it
packs BR−1 = recR−1 , H header (BR−2 ) , CMR−1 .
2. Committee members run two PBFT instances, one for the consensus on
transaction validation, one for the consensus on nonce-acceptance. At the
same time, they calculate normalized PoW capabilities and stake values of
each candidate (i.e. xj and yj for each candidate j).
3. Before the termination of round R, each committee member calculates Lj :=
G(xj , yj ) for each candidate j. They then calculate kR as the xor-summation
of all accepted nonces, and decide csize lucky candidates according to kR .
Finally, they produce reward transactions for each committee members, and
sign on each reward transaction if the corresponding member is honest and
diligent. Same as ordinary transactions, each reward transaction will be validated if over 1/3 fraction of committee members have signed on it.
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4. It broadcasts recR and the signature
on header(BR ), declaring
the termina

tion of a round, where BR = recR , H header (BR−1 ) , CMR .
Table 4 shows the detailed procedures. Strategy and security analyses of this
scheme are shown in the appendix.

5

Conclusion

We generalized the classical PoW to make it fork-free which leads to a better
evaluation of computing power. We then constructed fork-free hybrid consensus based on generalized PoW to address the issues of selfish mining and fair
committee election in the original hybrid consensus.
With these, we presented a novel alternative PoA. We firstly built our consensus protocol based on the framework of Pass and Shi’s hybrid consensus with
generalized PoW. Then we presented a flexible way of rotating committee election, i.e., for a candidate with PoW capability w and stake value s, a function
G(w, s) can be established to determine the probability that the candidate is
elected into the committee. We showed that we should avoid non-“concave”
choice of G(w, s) which would lead to heavy network burden. Meanwhile, we
gave security analyses of the flexible PoA under different strategies of combining
PoW and PoS. Taking the advantage of PoS, the flexible PoA is an improvement
of hybrid consensus. Moreover, compared with Bentov et al.’s PoA, the flexible
PoA further improves the efficiency and provides a more flexible combination of
PoW and PoS.
Fork-free hybrid consensus or the flexible PoA could be adopted in blockchains
requiring an efficient and flexible consensus mechanism. For future work, it will
be interesting to consider appropriate privacy enhancements for our new proposals.
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Strategy and Security Analysis for Sec. 4
Table 3. Switchover techniques in the candidate side
Candidate Side (in round R, for candidate
 i)
•Pack BR−1 := recR−1 , H header (BR−2 ) , CMR−1 ;
•Try to find as much as possible nonce(s) nc1 , nc2 , . . . , nc` , so that
H(header(BR−1 ), IDi , ncj ) ∈ target for all 1 ≤ j ≤ `;
•Submit {nc1 , nc2 , . . . , nc` } to committee members (appended with proper signatures);
•Collect validated transactions into recR , including reward transactions (signed by
over 1/3 committee members);

Table 4. Switchover techniques in the committee side
Committee Side (in round R, for committee member i)
Step 1
•Check its identity
 in round-R committee list CMR ;
•Pack BR−1 = recR−1 , H header (BR−2 ) , CMR−1 ;
Step 2
•Run a PBFT instance for transaction validation;
•Run a PBFT instance to reach consensus on candidates’ nonce submission;
•Collect wj as the number of satisfiable nonce(s) submitted by candidate j;
•Collect sj which is the total stake held by candidate j;
•Normalize (wj , sj ) into (xj , yj ) for each candidate j;
Step 3
•Calculate Lj := G(x
j , yj ) for each candidate j;
P
•Calculate sumL := j∈CDR Lj ;
•Calculate kR as xor-summation of all received nonces passed though the consensus;
•Calculate randi ← PRF(kR , i) · (sumL /2κ ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ csize;
P i −1
Pi
•Find first ti that tj=1
Lj ≤ randi < tj=1
Lj for each 1 ≤ i ≤ csize;
•Claim member list of the next round is CMR+1 = {candt1 , candt2 , candt3 , . . . , candtcsize };
•Generate reward transactions txj for each member j ∈ CMR ;
•Sign on txj and broadcast it if j worked honestly, diligently and is not in the blacklist;
•Broadcast recR along with a proper signature on the header of BR .

Definition 1. Function G : R+ ×R+ → R+ is concave if and only if this holds:
For any v, v 0 ∈ (R+ )2 , it always holds that G(v) + G(v 0 ) ≤ G(v + v 0 ).
We will discuss the following two cases separately: one for a concave establishment of G and one for the otherwise. The strategy of the adversary will be
different in two cases. In the concave case, nodes will prefer to aggregate their
computing power and stake values to form stronger PoW power and maximize
the possibility of being elected. On the other hand, in the non-concave case, dishonest nodes tend to divide its computing power and stake to multiple identities
it spawned, thereby maximizing the total probability of being elected. In this
case, a heavy network burden would be caused. For this reason, we suggest that
function G(x, y) should be concave.
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A non-concave case
We begin with an example of non-concave G(x, y) to show that miners tend to
split their PoW capabilities and stake values into different forked identities, to
maximize the total probability of entering the committee of the next round. For
this reason, a heavy network burden is caused.
We consider G(x, y) = ln(xy). We assume that x, y ≥ 1 always holds. In this
case, the adversary would split its x, y’s into several spawned nodes to maximize
the total probability of being elected. Suppose one candidate holds computing
capability x0 , total stake y 0 , and splits x0 , y 0 evenly into ` forked nodes. We show
that the probability of entering the committee in the next round is maximized
when ` reaches some value greater than 1 (i.e. division of x0 and y 0 exists in the
optimal strategy).

Fig. 4. Function f (x) = x(a − 2 ln x) with a = 9.0

In fact, under our assumption, this candidate tends to maximize the total
probability of (at least one spawned node’s) being elected:
x0 y 0
· ) = ` · (ln(x0 y 0 ) − 2 ln `) .
` `
After simple derivations, we can see that this probability reaches the maximum
ln(x0 y 0 )−2
2
when ` approaches e
, which is often much greater than 1. Hence, we
can see that in non-concave case, miners tend to split their total resource into
multiple spawned nodes. Since a heavy network burden might be caused in this
way, it is suggested to avoid non-concave choice of G(·, ·). We can imagine nonconcave functions that do not suffer (or not suffer much) from such attacks, but
they should be carefully analyzed before further implementing.
We define the adversary advantage Advα,β as the upper bound approximation for the possibility of a maliciously spawned node’s entering next round’s
committee:
PN
PN
G(α · E[ i=1 xi ], β · E[ i=1 yi ])
Advα,β =
,
PN
E[ i=1 G(xi , yi )]
` · ln(

where N is the total number of nodes, α is the fraction of total computing power
held by the adversary, and β is the fraction of total stakes held by the adversary.
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Since it is a upper bound corresponding to the worst situation, we consider that
all malicious parties are cooperating.
The foundation of flexible PoA security is based on the 2/3 overall honesty
among all committee members. That is to assure that Advα,β should be small
enough. Since the further calculation of Advα,β highly depends on the choice
of G(·, ·), in the following context of this section, we will propose three recommended establishments of G(x, y), and present security analyses (i.e., calculation
of Advα,β ) separately.

Case A. Considering PoW capability and stake value evenly
When we consider q
PoW and PoS evenly (i.e. of same significance), we may set
2
2
x+y
G(x, y) as 2 , or x +y
. However, we hope to make the adversary harder to
2
reach a high G(x, y) value. It would be easier to have a high x value or high
y value, but harder to make both x and y great enough. For this reason, we
want G(x, y) to be a function that can hardly reach a great value when either
x or y is not great enough, and this function must be symmetric. Hence, we set
√
G(x, y) = xy as an example.
√
We first prove that this evaluation function G(x, y) = xy is concave.
For any (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ R+ × R+ :
G(x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 ) ≥ G(x1 , y1 ) + G(x2 , y2 )
For any (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ R+ × R+ :
√
x1 y2 + x2 y1 ≥ 2 x1 x2 y1 y2
this can be derived from the basic mean value inequality. From here,
√
√
√
x1 y1 + x1 y2 +px2 y1 + x2 y2 ≥ ( x1 y1 )2 + ( x2 y2 )2 + 2 x1 x2 y1 y2 ,
√
√
(x1 + x2 )(y1 + y2 ) ≥ x1 y1 + x2 y2 ,

hence G(x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 ) ≥ G(x1 , y1 ) + G(x2 , y2 ) always holds.
After that, we estimate the probability of the adversary being elected.
Advα,β =

PN
i=1 xi ], β · E[
i=1
P
E[ N
i=1 G(xi , yi )]

G(α · E[

PN

yi ])

p
p
αE[N ]E[x] · βE[N ]E[y]
αE[x] · βE[y]
=
=
√
√
E[N ] · E[ xy]
E[ xy]
√
αβ · µ
=
.
√
E[ xy]

√
We can see that the advantage of the adversary will be limited to αβ within
a multiplicative constant factor. Our detailed analyses in the appendix B.3 will
show that this construction is feasible.
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Case B. More considerations on PoW capability
Under certain environments, PoW capability should be more significant than
stake during the committee election. Under such consideration, we can set G(x, y) =
x ln y, where is x is the normalized PoW capability and y is the normalized stake
value. For such G(x, y), miners do not have to be rich enough (i.e. have a great
stake value) to reach a high value of G(w, s), but they should have some.
It is easy to see that this evaluation function G(x, y) = x ln y is also concave,
since for any (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ R+ × R+ :
G(x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 ) = (x1 + x2 ) ln(y1 + y2 )
> x1 ln y1 + x2 ln y2 = G(x1 , y1 ) + G(x2 , y2 ).
We assume y ≥ 1 always holds since candidates should hold some stake. For
the probability of the adversary entering the committee, we have
PN
PN
α · E[ i=1 xi ] · ln(β · E[ i=1 yi ])
Advα,β =
E[N ] · E[x ln y]
α · E[N ] · E[x] · ln(β · E[N ]E[y])
=
E[N ] · E[x ln y]
µα ln(µβ · E[N ])
=
E[x ln y]
which is proportional to α · ln(cβ) (where c = µE[N ] is a constant), and hence
meets our demand.
Case C. More considerations on stake value
One may consider that stake should play a more important role during the
committee election. In this case we can choose G(x, y) = y ln x, and its analysis
is similar to that of Case B.

B
B.1

More Details
Bootstrapping Techniques

To bootstrap the system, we need csize genesis blocks maintained by the first few
participants. Differently from the bitcoin, the system launcher (i.e. the proposers
of csize genesis blocks) should have certain computing power to perform the
consensus for the first csize rounds.
B.2

Determination on Commencement and Termination Time

All users’ transactions and candidates’ nonces are submitted to the committee,
and committee members reach the consensus via PBFT. PBFT is an ordered
procedure during which transactions are proposed by one PBFT participant
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(i.e. committee members), and all members take part in the decision of their
validity in the same sequential order. With this property, we can stipulate that
each round is terminated at the M th proposal within the PBFT process, where
M is a predetermined parameter.

B.3

Generalized PoW under Network Delay

In the following contents, for simplicity, we consider N candidates share the
same computing power, i.e., their expectation of timing of finding one nonce
solution in generalized PoW is Ts . We assume one of them (say, Tom) suffers
from network delays and has to begin the puzzle-solving at time δ, and all other
nodes start the puzzle-solving at time δ 0 < δ. We use ∆0 to denote the ending
time of the current round. Firstly, we begin with the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. For 0 < c  1 and natural number N , c

P∞

(iN )
− N1
i=0 (1−c)

= o( N1 ).

Proof.
∞
X
1 − (1 − c)N k
c
c·
(1 − c)(iN ) = c · lim
=
k→∞ 1 − (1 − c)N
1
−
(1
− c)N
i=0
c


=

N N −1
N
1− 1 − 1 1
c + o(c)
c
=
N c − o(c)

Then we get
c·

∞
X
1
c
c
(1 − c)(iN ) −
=
−
N
N
c
−
o(c)
N
c
i=0

=

c · o(c)
1
= o( )
(N c − o(c)) · N c
N

Lemma 2. For any integers ∆0 > δ > δ 0 > 0, any 0 < c < 1, there exists
sufficiently large N , s.t.
∞
X
0
∆0 − δ 1
(1 − c)i−δ · c · (1 − c)(N −1)(i−δ ) < 0
·
∆ − δ0 N
i=δ
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Proof. Let d = δ − δ 0 , hence δ 0 = δ − d;
∞
X
0
(1 − c)i−δ · c · (1 − c)(N −1)(i−δ )
i=δ
∞
X
=
(1 − c)i−δ · c · (1 − c)(N −1)(i−δ+d)
i=δ

=(1 − c)(N −1)d · c ·

∞
X

(1 − c)N (i−δ)

i=δ

=(1 − c)(N −1)d · c ·

∞
X

(1 − c)(iN )

i=0

we use the previous lemma and get:
(1 − c)(N −1)d · c ·

∞
X

(1 − c)(iN )

i=0

1
1
=(1 − c)(N −1)d · ( + o( ))
N
N
1
≈ (1 − c)(N −1)d
N
Meanwhile,

∆0 − δ
1
∆0 − δ 1
·
=
·
0
0
0
∆ −δ N
∆ −δ+d N
Since for sufficiently large N :
∆0 − δ
,
∆0 − δ + d
∆0 − δ 1
< 0
· .
∆ − δ0 N

(1 − c)(N −1)d 
∞
X
0
(1 − c)i−δ · c · (1 − c)(N −1)(i−δ )
i=δ

In practice, the number of miners N can be regarded as a great number. For
this reason, we can merely consider the case under “sufficiently large N ”.
Given the lemmas above, we now proves that generalized PoW is better
than PoW in terms of fairness under network delay. In generalized PoW, the
probability that Tom becomes the new committee of the next round is:
E[solδ ]
γ1 =
=
(N − 1) · E[solδ0 ] + E[solδ ]
(N − 1) ·
=

∆0 −δ
Ts
∆0 −δ 0
Ts

+

∆0 −δ
Ts

∆0 − δ
1
+ o( )
0
0
N (∆ − δ )
N

where solδ is the number of nonce solutions to be found if starting the puzzlesolving at time δ.
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When we ideally stipulate that the first block mined will be the final one,
the probability of Tom’s entering committee next round in an ordinary PoW is:
∞
X
0
(1 − c)i−δ · c · (1 − c)(N −1)(i−δ )

γ2 =

i=δ

where c is the probability that one (since we assume they share the same computing power) finds a nonce within one unit of time.
When δ = δ 0 , from Lemma 1, we get γ1 − γ2 = o( N1 ), which fits our scenario
since all them share the same probability of entering the committee of next round
if no delay exists (or suffering exactly same delays).
When δ 0 < δ < ∆0 , from Lemma 2, the damage of delay is less in generalized
PoW, i.e., γ2 < γ1 .
Security Analysis for Case A
Firstly, we introduce the logarithmic normal (log-normal) distribution.

2
σ2
}
2

E[y] = exp{µ2 +

=µ

E[x|y] = exp{µ1 (y) +
E[x] = E[E[x|y]] = µ
µ1 (y) = ln y −
µ2 = ln µ −

2
σ2

2
σ1
}
2

=y

2
σ1
2

2

Fig. 5. Log-Normal Distribution

Definition 2 (Logarithmic Normal Distribution). When distribution X
follows logarithmic normal distribution LN (µ, σ 2 ), its density function is:
p(x) = √

1
(ln x − µ)2
}, x ≥ 0
exp{−
2σ 2
2πxσ

with the expectation E[X] = exp{µ + σ 2 /2}.
In economics, evidence has shown that the income of over 97% of the population is distributed log-normally [CG05]. In our scenario, we use it to describe
the distribution of normalized proof-of-work (x) and proof-of-stake (y).
In reality, holders of more stake are more likely to have greater computing
power. In the following discussion, we will consider that the distribution of y
follows y ∼ LN (µ2 , σ22 ), and that the distribution of x conditioned on y follows
σ2
x ∼ LN (µ1 (y), σ12 ), where µ1 (y) = ln y − 21 , x is normalized PoW capability,
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and y is the normalized PoS value (now we have made E[x] = E[y] = µ). Here
we give a detailed analysis on Case A under assumptions above.
In Sec. 4, we have illustrated that under Case A:
Advα,β

PN
PN
G(α · E[ i=1 xi ], β · E[ i=1 yi ])
=
PN
E[ i=1 G(xi , yi )]
p
√
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= µ · e−σ1 /8 ,
more details for this step is shown in Fig. B.3, and so forth
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= αβ · eσ1 /8 .
E[ xy]
When σ1 = 1, α = β = 29%, Advα,β <
can be guaranteed.

1
3

holds and the security of PBFT

The ultimate elimination of centralized mining pools
Briefly, we introduce one methodology that may work to eliminate centralized
mining pools. Our proposed method is to have the system itself take mining
pools’ job. Some easier puzzle can be set similarly to our construction of the
generalized PoW, and anyone who submits any solution can be rewarded. This
can be done after modifications over our fork-free hybrid consensus.
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Fig. 6. Detailed deductions on E[ xy] for case A
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